The modulation transfer function(MTF) is important measure of CCD camera imaging system performance index. In this paper, based on the MTF, on the basis of theoretical analysis based on the resolution of the target in the camera lens focal plane imaging position deviation between CCD camera and CCD pixels, modulation transfer function is analyzed, the influence of the mathematical model is established. And the CCD camera system at Nyquist frequency of the MTF was tested, the experimental results and the calculated results are basically consistent.
INTRODUCTION
Modulation transfer function (MTF) is objectively evaluate the optical system imaging quality standards, the fundamentally overcome the point of star, resolution, geometric aberration, and other traditional image quality inspection methods deficiencies [1] [2] .
CCD camera imaging system is mainly composed of optical lens, CCD and the related circuit. CCD camera is actually a pixel CCD to the scenery spatial sampling process. In modulation transfer function of CCD cameras to test, the method is __________________________ Haibin Zhu, Zhigang Xu, JiLin Dongguang Precision Machinery Factory, China generally used at home and abroad with the collimator sine target imaging to infinity, real work state of CCD camera to provide an infinity target. Then through the lens of a camera will be the imaging to the CCD to obtain numerical image transfer system. With image modulation by dividing the target modulation, can get MTF of a camera system.
Due to the offset of the stripes of the resolution of the board on the focal plane of the CCD camera imaging position and the pixel of the CCD will affect the CCD modulation transfer function. In this paper on the stripes of the resolution of the board on the focal plane of the CCD camera imaging position and CCD pixel offset of CCD modulation transfer function of ring was analyzed and the transfer function of CCD camera at the Nyquist frequency modulation were tested. The test results are consistent with the theory.
THE EFFECT OF MIGRATION ON THE MTF OF CCD CAMERA
Camera system modulation transfer function is a product of the lens and CCD modulation transfer function. When the resolution target measurement of CCD camera modulation transfer function, because it does not meet the requirements of MTF measurement cannot be lens and CCD modulation transfer function of the product as the camera system modulation transfer function. This can be rectangular wave is expanded into trigonometric series by Fourier series, series at all levels and the corresponding frequency lens modulation transfer function to the product as a rectangular wave in the lens focal plane as a function. Through like a wave function and the phase relationship between the trough and the pixel of the CCD, the paper draws the conclusion that the value function peaks and troughs place corresponding pixel of the CCD signal. Therefore, according to the definition of modulation transfer function, the CCD modulation transfer function is obtained. When the resolution target is uniformly illuminated, the light energy transmitted along the X direction is i (x) [3] [4] :
The target resolution camera lens imaging, the lens like on the energy distribution function i'(x) for:
Equation of H (f) shows that camera lens in spatial frequency f of the modulation transfer function. Neglecting the effects of high frequency components, target through the light energy function i(x), target in the lens like glazing surface energy distribution function i '(x):
In the CCD camera imaging, CCD as photoelectric converter, was placed in the camera image plane imposed receiving like function i'(x). Design of CCD pixel width is d, pixel imaging is in the space domain integral energy like function I' (x). Like function i'(x) and pixel position as shown in Figure 1 .
In Figure 1 , xi xi + 1 for CCD two adjacent pixels corresponding to the lens like the light wave crest and trough the coordinates of the target function, the coordinates of the peaks and troughs of to wave the offset in the center of the corresponding pixels. CCD adjacent two pixels of i'(x) were obtained by integration energy B1, B2 expression:
If not considering the influence of the circuit of CCD, the CCD camera system modulation of input and output are as follows:
According to the definition of modulation transfer function, the modulation transfer function of CCD camera system is obtained:
Within the Nyquist frequency of CCD is linear, time invariant system; when the spatial frequency is higher than the Nyquist frequency conditions, violation of the sampling theorem and mixed stack effect, false existence CTF value. So in the analysis of CCD contrast modulation function, operation frequency is not higher than the Nyquist frequency [5] . At the Nyquist frequency are:
The equation(10) into the equation (9) to:
Therefore in the modulation at the Nyquist frequency of CCD camera transfer function is the nominal value and as the product of the cosine value of the function peaks(or troughs) corresponding to the pixel center offset.
TEST OF MODULATION TRANSFER FUNCTION OF CCD
Due to the constraints of the manufacturing process, making light outgoing degree with sinusoidal variation of sinusoidal target very difficult. The resolution plate making is very mature technology, simple production, data acquisition is most bright stripes and dark stripes mean value, has the advantages of mean error effect. Therefore at the board resolution of CCD camera in the Nyquist frequency modulation transfer function for testing, the testing device as shown in Figure 2 .
The pixel size of CCD in the tested CCD camera is 9mm * 9mm, the spatial cutoff frequency of the camera system is, f=56lp/mm. The collimator focal length is 1.6m, the focal length of the lens is 600mm, the line width w rectangle target: According to the provisions of JB/T9328-1999 A2 machinery industry standard resolution board twenty-second group line width is 23.8 m and the target selection, close to the line selected, so the test in the use of A2 resolution board. The A2 number plate on the resolution of the collimator at the focal plane, to simulate the infinite object; adjust collimator position the optical axis coaxial with the camera lens; placing CCD in the six dimension table, adjust the six dimensional turntable causes CCD to receive the photosensitive surface in the camera lens at the focal plane, and perpendicular to the optical axis, keep the pixel array CCD for the testing process (or column) respectively and the resolution in horizontal (or vertical) line parallel to the direction. The resolution plate is uniformly illuminated reticle, the collimator and camera lens imaging in CCD on the photosensitive surface, through the relevant circuit by computer for signal acquisition, data processing, and the CTFN value was calculated. By adjusting the six dimensional turntable CCD Along the groove direction resolution in the horizontal (or vertical) mobile, find out the maximum value CTFN at CTFN value for the camera system at the Nyquist frequency modulation transfer function. Control CCD step distance of 1 m, measured CCD camera in 5mm range of modulation transfer function value.
THE RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENT
The CCD camera lens is 0.4 for the MTF, the relative aperture of 1:4, the focal length of the camera system for 600mm..
In the Nyquist frequency of the CTF test, test images shown in Figure 3 , test and theoretical calculation results, as shown in Figure 4 , Table 1 . testing data and calculated data.
By figure 4 shows: in addition to the magnitude of differences, consistent trend curve and theoretical calculation results accord with the experimental results, the cosine change trend. Amplitude difference is due to the theoretical results are obtained for the ideal case in CCD, ignoring the collimator effect of modulation transfer function in practice. In addition to measuring the collimator factors, there are 4 resolution plate twenty-second sets of lines with CCD at Nyquist frequency for different target line, non-uniformity of CCD pixel driving circuit, material, CCD pixel, signal acquisition circuit, and incomplete charge transfer and other factors will have a direct effect of on the measuring results of CTF [6] , so the measurement results and theoretical calculation of a slight deviation.
CONCLUSIONS
Through the calculation and the experimental results can be seen at the Nyquist frequency, the differences between the rectangular coefficient 4/ target and target obtained by sinusoidal modulation transfer function of CCD camera. The CTFN is the nominal value and peak (or valley) as function of the product value of the corresponding pixel offset cosine center. The number of fringe resolution board in CCD images on the photosensitive surface of the plurality of usually contain. Under normal circumstances, the board resolution cannot guarantee the strict stripe width, between images and CCD pixel resolution in fringes formed in the CCD on the focal plane of the offset is multi value distribution. Based on the horizontal (or vertical) resolution board most bright stripes and dark stripes and the mean of the data acquisition, the effect on the average error, so as to improve the accuracy of measurement.
